
WHAT CAN I DO? 
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TRANSLATION SHEET 
 

1. Write the Danish word. 2. Practice the words with your partner. 

bend   roll  
bite   run  
blink   see  
catch   shake  
chew   sit  
clap   sleep  
cough   smell  
crawl   sneeze  
cry   snore  
dance   spit  
drink   stomp  
eat   stretch  
fall   swallow  
hear   talk  
hit   taste  
hold   think  
hug   throw  
jump   touch  
kick   turn  
laugh   walk  
lift   wave  
limp   whisper  
love   whistle  
point   wiggle  
push   yawn  
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WHAT CAN I DO?                                       Name(s): ______________________________________ 
 
 
1. Pick a card and write it in the column ‘VERB’. Think about how you do what the card says. 
2. Write down the body part you use and write it in the column ‘NOUN’. 

 
 

WORKSHEET 1 
 

 
VERB 

 
NOUN  VERB NOUN 

I taste with my tongue  I point  with my finger 
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WHAT CAN I DO?                                       Name(s): ______________________________________ 
 
 
2. Pick a verb and write a sentence. It can also be a question for your partner. 
 
 

 

WORKSHEET 2 
 

 

THE VERB 
 

YOUR SENTENCE 

cry I cry when I see a sad movie. 
yawn Why do you yawn all the time – are you tired? 
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